Everyday Text

Unit 4:

Week 3

Word Choice:

Selecting Striking Words and Phrases

Tasty Goodness for the Whole Family!

Wake up to a “YUM” inspiring Puffins crunch! Rich in fiber and remarkable natural flavor, a bowlful will boost your energy and bring on the smiles. And, with just 90 calories and 5 grams of sugar, Puffins are a low fat start to your day. We use only the finest natural ingredients — always free of artificial preservatives or additives — because that’s Barbara’s® way.

Make a Puffins breakfast or snack part of saying “yes” to your healthy, active lifestyle. Good health habits are built with dedicated repetition, day after day...and bowl by bowl. Let Barbara’s delicious natural foods help you create the healthy lifestyle you deserve.

Barbara’s & Project Puffin

Giving back to the community is a commitment Barbara’s made decades ago. When we created Puffins cereals, we were inspired to collaborate with Project Puffin and help world-renowned ornithologist Dr. Stephen Kress carry out an innovative seabird habitat restoration project off the coast of Maine. Puffins are one of nature’s most amazing seabirds: they fly under water and live nine months at sea returning to land only to raise baby puffins. Maine’s decimated puffin population has thrived with Dr. Kress’ unique vision, passion and belief in the positive impact of human stewardship. You can get involved by visiting BarbaraShakery.com or at ProjectPuffin.org.
Somewhat Aristocratic.

Your twin Brit cousins, Mimsy and Pudge, are at it again.

Last fall was such a smash-traipsing through the English countryside, doing all those wonderfully “marvelous” fall sporting things—that they’ve invited you again.

And you know what that means.

Inspecting you as if you were a bug under a microscope.

Vague, patronizing comments like, “So, dahling, let’s see what you’ve brought to wear (translation: make sure she doesn’t embarrass us.)

Be sure and take these pants.

With their impossible to find (you know since you’ve looked) dark, aristocratic colors. And their old money look.

(You can hear the terrible twins breathing a sigh of relief.)

Aristocratic Twill Pant

(No. 2774). Comfortable cotton twill, pre-washed for softness. Small amount of stretchy stuff to keep the lines crisp. Tailored as you would have them tailored. Contoured waistband. Zip front.


And for this Fall’s “traipsing” up and down the Cotswolds, you’ll never blend into the scenery. Imported.

Women’s sizes: 2 through 18.

Colors: Aristocratic Deep Red, Hunter Green, and Chocolate.

Price: $119.
The peaks of the Great Smoky Mountains touch the sky, and cool, fresh mountain air inspires you. Lush trees and colorful wildflowers create a secluded getaway that takes you back to childhood summertime adventures. Cascading waterfalls bring laughter and a few screams from the kids as the water drenches them! Imagine swimming and exploring until the entire family is relaxed while soaking up the warm sunshine, only to discover yet another rousing water adventure. It's everything you and your family love about the mountains.